Seton High School
Youth & Youth Prep Dance Teams
Letter of Commitment
2022 | 2023
As a parent/guardian, I, _________________________________________________ understand that the Youth/Youth Prep
dance team my daughter is wishing to be a part of is a competitive dance team that has practices and
performances from June (Youth)/August (Youth Prep) 2022 through February 2023.
I realize that my daughter’s choice to participate requires a commitment to the team & coaches by both the
dancer and parent.
For Youth Prep I acknowledge that while classes in in June & July are not required they are highly encouraged.
I understand that my daughter is expected to perform at ALL competitions & performances for the full
season and that her participation & attendance at each practice and performance is in the best interest of
the WHOLE TEAM.
I understand that the Youth & Youth Prep teams DO NOT want to make my daughter choose one sport/activity
over another at this young age, but agree that she will balance dance team equally with any other sport or
activity she chooses to participates in, keeping in mind that she is expected to be at all
competitions/performances, and that missing a practice in which she may fall behind in
choreography/cleaning may cause her coaches to pull her from a competition/performance until she is caught up
with the rest of the team. Dance team requires all the girls to move the same and missing practice, even while
excused, may cause her to fall behind. This will be handled on a case by case basis and at coaches’ discretion
only. All coaches’ decisions are FINAL.
I also understand that should my daughter quit her assigned team I am responsible for any and all funds
that Seton High School (Seton Dance Teams) have spent on her behalf up to that point. I acknowledge that
many of the budget expenses agreed to are spent at the beginning of the summer/season in order to take
advantage of discounted/early bird purchase rates. This includes, but is not limited to, costumes, poms, jazz
shoes, tights, etc. ordered but not yet received and any competition entry fees paid but not yet participated in.
_____________________________________________________________
Dancer Name
_____________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Name
_____________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

____________________________________
Date

This Letter of Commitment must be signed by a parent/guardian by the end of the night at the May 9th parent meeting.

